IF THE MATERIALS INCLUDES THE VIDEO PLUS, AND/OR SPORTS PACKAGE(S), THEN THE ADDITIONAL TERMS LOCATED BELOW ARE PART OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND INCORPORATED THEREIN.

REFERENCE is made to the Agreement signed by Licensee and Licensor; and

IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, Licensee and Licensor agree as follows:

1. DEFINITIONS.

“Licensor Editorial Content” means editorial content created solely by Licensor and provided to Licensee by Licensor pursuant to the Agreement.

“Premium Images” means any celebrity or artist still image, rich media or other visual representation, whether generated optically, digitally, or by any other means included in the content selected on the Order Form and which Licensor receives from Getty Images (US) Inc. and provides to Licensee.

2. LICENSE GRANT

2.1 During the Term and subject to the terms and conditions of the Agreement and the Permitted Use, Licensor grants Licensee a limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable right with no right to sublicense to display the Premium Images within the Territory solely on the Licensee Property in connection with the Permitted Use and solely in combination with Licensor Editorial Content provided by Licensor.

3. RESTRICTIONS, OBLIGATIONS AND ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS

In addition to and subject to the acknowledgements, obligations and agreements set forth elsewhere in the Agreement, Licensee agrees to and shall comply with the following provisions and further agrees that to the extent the following provisions expand or increase the Permitted Use then such provision shall be deemed to be void and have no force and effect:

3.1 Licensee shall only use any Premium Images together with the Licensor Editorial Content. Licensee shall only use Premium Images for editorial purposes in an editorial manner (e.g. solely relating to events that are newsworthy or of public interest) and Licensee is prohibited from any other exploitation of any Premium Images.

3.2 Licensee shall not, directly or indirectly, reproduce the Premium Images in any secondary reproductions, such as compilations, screen shots or in-context promotions.

3.3 Licensee shall not use or provide any third party with the Premium Images on a stand-alone basis (e.g. as a screensaver), and shall not use any Premium Images in any photo galleries or use any Premium Images to create any photo galleries or similar usages.

3.4 Licensee shall not use any Premium Images for any commercial, promotional, endorsement, marketing, advertising, merchandising, pornographic or defamatory use and shall not incorporate any Premium Images into any logo, corporate ID, trademark or service mark.

3.5 Licensee shall not use any Premium Images without the applicable credit lines provided by Licensor or without the following credit line adjacent to the Premium Images “[Photographer’s Name]/[Collection Name]/[Getty Images]”. Licensee shall not remove any copyright symbols, the name of Licensor’s content provider, the identification numbers and other information embedded in the electronic file containing the Premium Images. If Premium Images are used in an audio/visual production where credits are accorded to other providers of licensed material, credit shall be accorded, where technically feasible, in equal size and comparable placement to such credit(s), substantially in the form “[Video] [Imagery] supplied by [Collection Name]/Getty Images”. Notwithstanding the foregoing in this Section 3.5 and unless Licensee is otherwise notified by Licensor in writing, to the extent that space limitations do not reasonably allow Licensee to display the required full credit or credit line adjacent to the Premium Images, Licensee may omit the “[Photographer’s Name]/[Collection Name]” and any other portion of such credit or credit line and state “Getty Images” adjacent to the Premium Images, provided that the full credit and/or credit line is displayed at a reasonable alternative close location provided further that such full credit line is concurrently displayed, readily accessible, and available to any end user at such next most reasonable alternative location at all times.

3.6 Licensee may make a thumbnail editorial use of Premium Images in a widget/link provided such widget/link includes some Licensor
Editorial Content and, when activated, links directly to the Licensee Property that contains the corresponding Licensor Editorial Content relating to the applicable Premium Images.

3.7 Licensee shall not assign its rights to use Premium Images or permit any other parties to use the Premium Images at any time.

3.8 Prior to permitting end users to access the Premium Images, Licensee shall post terms and conditions that include restrictions on downloading the Premium Images for other than personal use, and prohibits republication, retransmission, reproduction, or other use of the Premium Images.

3.9 If any Premium Images featuring a model or property are used in connection with a subject that would be unflattering or controversial to a reasonable person (except for editorial material used in an editorial manner), Licensee must accompany each such use with a statement that indicates that: (i) the Premium Images are being used for illustrative purposes only; and (ii) any person depicted in the Premium Images, if any, is a model.

3.10 Licensee shall not falsely represent, expressly or impliedly, that Licensee is the original creator of a visual work that derives a substantial part of its artistic components from the Premium Images.

3.11 Licensee shall comply with all additional restrictions and limitations applicable to Premium Images which are disclosed by Licensor to Licensee in writing.

4. MISCELLANEOUS

IN CASE OF ANY CONFLICT BETWEEN THESE TERMS AND THE AGREEMENT, THESE TERMS SHALL GOVERN WITH RESPECT TO PREMIUM IMAGES AND THE OTHER MATTERS SET FORTH IN THESE TERMS.

—

IF THE MATERIALS INCLUDE ANY TRAILERS PACKAGE, THEN THE ADDITIONAL TERMS LOCATED BELOW ARE PART OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND INCORPORATED THEREIN.

REFERENCE is made to the Agreement signed by Licensee and Licensor; and

IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, Licensee and Licensor agree as follows:

1. DEFINITION

“Trailers” shall mean the movie, television, music and/or video game previews, scenes and samples received by Licensor from Internet Video Archive, LLC and included in the Trailers package selected in the Order Form. Any Trailers consisting of television, music and/or video game previews, scenes and samples are only provided by Licensor to Licensee as and when made commercially available by Licensor to its licensees.

2. LICENSE GRANT

Subject to the terms and conditions of the Agreement, Licensor grants Licensee a limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable right, with no right to sublicense during the Term, to display the Trailers on the Licensee Property in the Territory solely in combination with the Data and solely in connection with the promotion of the music, movies, television shows, video games directly corresponding to the Trailers.

3. RESTRICTIONS AND OBLIGATIONS

In addition to and subject to the acknowledgements, obligations and agreements set forth elsewhere in the Agreement, Licensee agrees to and shall comply with the following provisions and further agrees that to the extent the following provisions expand or increase the Permitted Use then such provision shall be deemed to be void and have no force and effect:

3.1 Caching and other temporary storing of the Trailers may be done only during the Term and no part of the Trailers may be publicly displayed except as expressly permitted by the Agreement or resold in any media.

3.2 Licensee acknowledges that each individual Trailer is created from the copyrighted material of its respective owner and agrees to exercise good faith efforts to protect Licensor’s and/or its licensors’ ownership rights and the various copyrights in underlying material.
3.3 Licensee may only link to the Trailers per the instructions provided by Licensor (and/or its licensors), which may be amended from time to time, using the unique account number(s) provided by Licensor for each site linking to the Trailers.

3.4 Licensee shall be solely responsible for obtaining any performance rights, consents, licenses and permissions and paying all related fees, costs, payments and/or royalties due to third parties in connection with the Trailers (including, without limitation, fees, payments or royalties owed to ASCAP, BMI, SESAC or other performing rights organizations).

3.5 Licensee shall not disclose any link tables to any third parties or use any link tables for any purpose other than to link the Trailers to Data.

3.6 Licensee may have the option to use third party media player software to enable streaming of the Trailers ("Media Player Software"). Licensee may only display the Media Player Software on the Licensee Property in order to display the Trailers as expressly permitted herein and for no other purpose. Licensor is not responsible for and shall not provide any support with respect to the Media Player Software. MEDIA PLAYER SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS-IS WITHOUT REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES AND INDEMNIFICATION. ANY USE OF THE MEDIA PLAYER SOFTWARE BY LICENSEE AND BY ANY THIRD PARTIES SHALL BE AT LICENSEE’S AND SUCH THIRD PARTIES’ SOLE RISK.

3.7 No part of the Trailers or the Media Player Software may be duplicated or used in any way not expressly permitted by the Agreement.

4. MISCELLANEOUS

4.1 The term “Third Party Materials” as used in the Terms and Conditions shall include Trailers and Media Player Software.

4.2 Notwithstanding Section 7.2 and Section 10.1 of the Terms and Conditions, if Licensee fails to pay License Fees for Trailers and such failure to pay continues for fifteen (15) calendar days after such License Fees are due, these terms and all of Licensee’s rights in the Trailers shall immediately and automatically terminate at the end of such fifteenth day without notice. Licensee’s rights to use the Trailers pursuant to these terms may be reinstated upon mutual agreement by the Parties and payment by Licensee of applicable License Fees.

4.3 In the case of any conflict between these terms and the Agreement, these terms shall govern with respect to the Trailers.